STEREO MODELS VN78E, VN3-G AND MONOPHONIC MODELS VN78-PLUS® SUPER-TRACK® DIAMOND® STYLIS

DIAMOND STYLUS

STYLI FOR THE MODEL ABILITY.

You will hear TRACKING FORCE RANGE: (Elliptical)

1. It drastically reduces tracing distortion because the reception of signal is practically

2. Use a VN3-G stylus (grip color-black) has a Biradial diamond tip. The stylus guard is constructed

3. The VN Model Stylus, (VN78E and VN3-G) provides a low output voltage and an excellent channel balance.

4. Channel balance:

5. Frequency response:

6. Maximum output voltage:

7. Maximum output voltage:

8. Sensitivity:

9. Cartridge has the following specifications with the stylus guard.

10. The VN Stylus (grip color-black) has a Biradial diamond tip. The stylus guard is constructed

11. The VN Cartridge has the following specifications with the stylus guard.

12. The VN78E and VN3-G is 1 gram (reference: Shure TT12S Laboratory Test Setup).